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The 8th EUCOMS meeting on Path a s to reco er took place in Pl e , C ech
Republic the 11th of Februar and as attended b more than 40 participants
representing mental health organisations from across Europe. The meeting
as organi ed alongside the Reco er 2020 conference taking place at the
same enue, Depo2015. Our hosts from Ledo ec (Iceberg) in C ech Republic, is
a main pro ider of communit based care in the region of Pl en and one of the
pioneers of reco er in the countr .
The theme of the meeting as reco er in mental health and a focus on
strengths and goals of the client. The meeting also pro ided input on the
upcoming Ser ice users platform.
Participants ere presented an update and discussed a number of ke EUCOMS
net ork organisational matters.
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Jan Peiffer presented an historical o er ie
of the
de elopment of mental health reforms in the C hech
Republic. While he
as cautiousl optimistic regarding
positi e changes, Pfeiffer also reminded us that there needs
to be a se ere change in the a of thinking, and a change
in the s stem, for good mental health ser ices to function.
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It as apparent that there are oices critical ith regards to
ho the C ech Republic mental health s stem functions toda .
The introduction to the meeting as done b Jitka Pe en , a
member of self-ad ocate organi ation TOSEV and regional
coordinator in project Destigmati ation.
The ser ice pro ided to her as not sufficient and in a bra e
introduction to the meeting she appealed for more humane
and reco er focused ser ices in the C ech Republic.
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The goal of transforming the field of
psychiatry is to overturn the pyramid of
mental health services.
The C ech Republic mental health s stem is going through reform. In 10
ears the number of hospital beds is planned to be reduced b 66 precent
told Ps chiatrist Jan Verea (Department of Ps chiatr , Charles Uni ersit in
Pilsen Facult of Medicine and Uni ersit Hospital).
In his presentation he ent through the ke figures for the C ech Republic
mental health s stem and sho ed ho The C ech Republic had lo er
funding then most other European countries ith 4,14% of the total health
budget (2018 figures). This as an increase from 2011 hen the spending
as 2,91%.
There seems to be a big challenge ith the number of people hospitali ed.
A big part of the reform is to change the a care is deli ered.
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Psychiatrists pr 100 000:

14

Psychologists pr 100 000:

10

mental health nurses
pr 100 000:

3
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Dick Van Der Vlugt moderated a round table discussion
bet een Peer Support Specialist and leader of the ne
Nor egian secretariat for EUCOMS Torbj rn MohnHaugen, Martin Holl and Philippe Delespaul. The discussion
surrounded a ide range of subjects related to reco er .
One of the ke sentences of the meeting as coined b
Mohn-Haugen.

"We need to be there long enough to create a glimmer of hope
in a persons life. Thats when the possibility for recovery starts"
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E el n Hui ing presented a reco er perspecti e from
Andalusia.
She told us there has been an increased
attention gi en to the reco er model the last ten ears and
the increased a ailabilit of training courses. We
ere
presented ith a holistic picture of a ailable ser ices in
Andalucia: integrated care processes, pre entional therap ,
the use of peer e perts, etc.
Participants ere introduced to a training package about
ethics and human rights and ere in ited to share it. The
Be
Right
Training
Platform
(http://
.berightmh.eu/inde .php/training-course/) is a ailable in German,
English, French, Lithuanian and Greek.
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Peer support specialists Be erl
Rose from the User
Research Center and Torbj rn Mohn-Haugen from Oslo
Municipalit
pro ided participants
ith an update on
coordinated efforts across Europe to strengthen peer
e pertise and its capacit to impact on co-creation of good
mental health.
Ms Rose share
ith participants current status of
discussions bet een different stakeholders in Europe ho
are in ol ed in the de elopment of a ne European peer
support platform. Such a net ork
ould complement
acti ities of EUCOMS and could be a close collaborator for
EUCOMS and its members. The role of Mental Health Europe
in setting up this initiati e has been been highlighted.
Mr Mohn-Haugen presented on the status of peer support in
Nor a and talked about the ork done in relation to oung
peer support orkers in Oslo.
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Participants were updated by Dr Ionea Petrea on the new EUCOMS
Secretariat, the status of EUCOMS legal entity and the revision of the
EUCOMS Steering Committee. These updates reflected the outcomes of the
latest EUCOMS Steering Committee meeting in December 2019, as well as
on the follow-up of actions of the EUCOMS meeting in Lille.
At the same time, a number of important topics fort he network were
discussed such as the participation agreement, the business development
strategy plan and the partnerhsip with Mental Health Europe.
The new EUCOMS Secretariat
Participants were informed that as of January 2020, the EUCOMS Secretariat
has formally been taken up by the Oslo Municipality in Norway. This follows
the closure of the International Department of the Trimbos Institute, which
previously hosted the Secretariat during 2015-2019.
Under the guidance of Dr Tor Helge Tjelta, the new Secretariat team includes:
Torbj rn Mohn-Haugen, EUCOMS Secretariat leader;
Marius Str m Pettersen, Project manager;
Daniel M rk, researcher;
Knut Moestue, consultant advisor.
EUCOMS registration as legal entit
Participants were informed about the progress achieved with the
registration of EUCOMS as an independent legal entity. All legal documents
are near completion and it is expected that within 1-2 month EUCOMS will
acquire its status as a new legal entity.
Revision of the EUCOMS Steering Committee
Participants were updated on revised membership to the the EUCOMS
Steering Committee which had been planned and discussed preliminarily in
Lille. During the meeting in Oslo, the chair expressed his gratiture to Prof
Mirella Ruggeri (Italy), Dr Raluca Nica/Dr Tibi Rotaru (Romania), and to Dr
Nils Greve (Germany) who stepped down from their position on the
Committee. They have provided over the years valuable contribution and
guided the network since its beginnings. At the same time, the chair
welcomed Dr Ionela Petrea as its Steering Committee member. Dr Petrea is
a co-founder of EUCOMS and in her previous capacity as Head of Trimbos
International has hosted and led the EUCOMS Secretariat.
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A seventh member would be a peer expert who is currently in the process
of being confirmed. Below is the full composition of the Steering
Committee, which will become the Board Members of the legal entity
EUCOMS once established:
1. Rene Keet (Netherlands) - Chair
2. Juanjo M. Jambrina (Spain)
3. Billy Murphy (Northen Ireland, UK)
4. Niels Mulder (Netherlands)
5. Ionela Petrea (Romania/England, UK)
6. Tor Helge Tjelta (Norway)
7. Peer expert to be confirmed.
Draft business development strateg plan
The new EUCOMS Secretariat hosted by Norway has taken up the
responsibility of preparing a business development strategy for EUCOMS.
The Steering Committee members will be closely involved in its drafting. At
the same time, all EUCOMS members who wish to be involved in the
process are warmly invited to contribute. Expression of interest in joining
this process should be communicated to the Secretariat.
EUCOMS participation agreement
In view of its upcoming legal status, the network is also in the process of
setting up its participation agreement with member organisations. During
the meeting, participants were presented with the proposal which entails as
follows:
Most organisations will contribute with one hundredths of their annual
turnover (e.g. an organisation with an annual turnover of EUR140M will
contribute to EUCOMS with EUR 1,400).
Organisations which have low resources and cannot afford such a full
contribution will be allowed to contribute less, depending on their resource
levels; a minimum contribution will be set at EUR 200.
Members contributions will be capped at EUR 2,000; this entails that
organisations with a turnover higher that EUR 200M will contribute to
EUCOMS no more that EUR 2,000. This is to ensure that unreasonably high
membership contributions are not a barrier for higher income members,
and to ensure equitable contributions across all EUCOMS members (which a
minimum participation fee is set at EUR 200 and a maximum participation
fee is set at EUR 2,000).
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Participants at the meeting expressed their support for this proposal and gave
the Steering Committee their approval to proceed with this format of the
participation agreement.
Some questions remain regarding the implementation of the participation
agreement, in particular how to determine the specific legal entity within
countries which can be considered as the members of EUCOMS. In countries
with centralised health systems where all health service providers belong to
the state, it is not evident whether a district mental health service provider
should be the EUCOMS member, or a larger entity. It was agreed that during
start-up implementation of the participation agreement, few examples will be
tested across countries which encounter such questions.
Partnership with Mental Health Europe
In the current times, teaming up with like-minded organisations and networks
in the field of mental health is crucial. MHE and EUCOMS together have the
possibility to reinforce mental health movement in Europe. Mental Health
Europe and EUCOMS are each of them independent networks, mandated by
their respective members to carry out activities in line with their strategic
documents. At the same time, a set collaboration can bring value to both
organisations. Following up on discussions in Lille, EUCOMS Steering
Committee has engaged in negotiations with MHE on the formulation of a
Memorandum of Understanding which would address:
the scope of collaboration in view of commonalities and complementarities
a financial agreement for organisations that are both members of EUCOMS
and of Mental Health Europe, in view of facilitating a joint membership MHEEUCOMS; this is aimed at preventing a situation where members are put in a
position to choose between the membership with EUCOMS or MHE, and
instead are encouraged to have a dual membership with both organisations.
Details of such a financial arrangement are still in discussions.
EUCOMS members will be kept informed on progress achieved on the
Memorandum of Understanding with Mental Health Europe as soon as new
information is available.
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